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Hi Carolyn:
This is a follow-up to our meeting last week regarding the Aspire Tucson (the "Project") design package
change submittal (Case No. T16SA00348, DP16-0151). You had several questions, which I've
addressed below:

*

Stucco or EFIS: The building's finish will be stucco; there is no EFIS on the project.

*
Security Gate: You raised concerns about access to the narrow gap between the Ariz. History
Museum and the Project. Din/Cal is agreeable to a gate and is evaluating locations, as they must leave
adequate spacing from the transformer and parking ventilation area. The gate likely will be west of the
building's SE corner, adjacent to the model unit.
*
Courtyard Gates: Our intent all along was to include polycarbonate in the courtyard gates because
it is a much more durable material. Using polycarbonate improves safety because it is less likely than
glass to break, and if it does break it will not shatter like glass. In addition, the polycarbonate material is
translucent so pedestrians cannot see into the courtyard (also a security benefit as people cannot see
into the courtyard area).
*
Pool Amenity Area: Our original approved rooftop amenity area was 8,052 sq. ft., and our new
proposed area is 8,478 sq. ft. (an additional 426 sq. ft. or 5%). Even with this small addition, none of our
amenity space is being placed closer to the neighborhood to the north, and the west amenity area is
actually moving about six feet away from the west edge. In addition, a significant portion of the increased
amenity area is due to the addition of the accessible ramp, which is 312 sq. ft. Without the ramp, we only
are adding 114 sq. ft. of amenity space.
*
Red Concrete: Tim referenced two IID projects that recently had red-colored concrete approved (1
E Broadway and 1 W Broadway), so his thought is TDOT will be okay with this proposed change. He will
call you to discuss.
*
Page 10 Louver: Change A14, the replacement of a door with a louver, has been corrected to show
the correct colored louver. The new slide is attached.
*
Page 30 Mechanical Space: The massing blocks for the roof mechanical space has been properly
sized to reflect them as 3 ft. tall (the previous slide showed them at 6 ft., which was incorrect). The new
slide is attached.
Let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Rory
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